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Edinburgh
Genomics
With our large established
genomics community and
the growing demand for nextgeneration sequencing,
Edinburgh Genomics is
exceptionally well-placed to
become a leading international
provider of genomics services
addressing a global market need.
Joel Fearnley
Chief Operating Officer, Edinburgh Genomics

Edinburgh Genomics has established a global reputation
for the provision of advanced genomics services. We
produce high-quality, high volume data for a diverse
community of research collaborators and customers
across academia, government and industry. Embedded
within the rich academic environment of the University of
Edinburgh and drawing on world class expertise, we have
a proven track record of delivering superior quality results
to exacting standards.
Our work has supported more than 700 peer-reviewed
publications and our facilities are recognised by three
of the UK’s leading biomedical Research Councils.

Genomics
Applications
Edinburgh Genomics combines the latest high
throughput technologies with world-class laboratory
and bioinformatics expertise to meet the demands of
the most challenging research projects. In addition
to our capillary-based sequencing, genotyping and
gene expression array services, our next-generation
sequencing and bioinformatics operations cover a
broad range of applications:

Genome:
• De novo genome sequencing
• Genome resequencing
• Exome and other targeted resequencing
• Amplicon sequencing
• Genotyping by sequencing
• Methylome sequencing
• Metagenomics
• DNA metabarcoding
• RAD sequencing*

Transcriptome:
• De novo transcriptome sequencing
• mRNA sequencing
• Total RNA sequencing
• Small RNA sequencing

Epigenome:
• Bisulfite sequencing
• ChIP sequencing

* Academic collaboration only

Setting the Standard
in Genomics Services
Genomics Expertise
When you choose to work with Edinburgh Genomics,
either as a customer or through collaboration,
you are guaranteed access to the expertise of our
highly skilled team. We have a broad portfolio of the
latest sequencing platforms to provide our clients
with cutting-edge technologies. Our production
teams have extensive expertise in getting the best
performance from our NGS platforms. Our dedicated
method development team has a strong track record
of delivering and validating new protocols and
systems in the rapidly evolving field of genomics.

With over 20 years
experience of providing
genomics services to life
science researchers, our
talented team has what it
takes to deliver the highest
quality data for the
most challenging
of projects.

NERC NBAF Node
Edinburgh Genomics is one of four nodes funded by
the UK’s Natural Environment Research Council via the
National Biomolecular Analysis Facility (NBAF), specialising

Data you can trust
Edinburgh Genomics has established a talented
bioinformatics team with a broad range of skills,
providing a flexible approach to data analysis. As
one of the first facilities in the UK to adopt NGS
technology, our team is highly proficient in all aspects
of the analysis and interpretation of genomics data.
With thousands of complex projects delivered to
date, ranging from de novo genome assemblies
through to pathogen discovery in metagenomes
and population-scale genomics, we are committed
to delivering the highest quality standards to
our customers and collaborators through robust
operating procedures.

in the provision of high-throughput sequencing and
genomic analysis for environmental sciences.

MRC High-Throughput Sequencing Hub
Edinburgh Genomics is one of three High-Throughput
Sequencing Hubs established by the UK’s Medical
Research Council to provide access to cutting-edge
equipment and dedicated technical and bioinformatics
expertise for clinical and biomedical researchers.

BBSRC National Capability
Edinburgh Genomics, via the former ARK-Genomics
centre for comparative and functional genomes, has
been acknowledged by the Biotechnology and Biological
Sciences Research Council (BBSRC) as a “National
Capability”, serving the BBSRC community. We continue
this remit by ensuring that all of our customers have access
to the latest technologies in genomics technologies.

Edinburgh Genomics
Overview
Edinburgh Genomics (EG) comprises two divisions; Clinical
Genomics (EGC) and Genome Science (EGS), each with
dedicated sequencing facilities.

Clinical Genomics (EGC)
Clinical Genomics is our high-throughput, whole-genome
sequencing facility based at the world renowned Roslin
Institute. EGC delivers genome resequencing data from a fully
automated workflow using Illumina’s HiSeq X system, with a
highly skilled team of scientists and bioinformaticians. EGC
specialises in providing whole-genome sequencing of any
organism with an unmatched level of quality and throughput.
Our clinical facility is able to deliver fully traceable, high-quality
data with rapid project turn-around times. From initial sample
receipt, we provide regular project updates as your samples
progress between each stage of the automated workflow
thanks to our dedicated LIMS system.

Genome Science (EGS)
Genome Science is based at the King’s Buildings campus and
offers access to a wide range of genomics platforms including
Illumina’s new NovaSeq technology and Pacific Biosciences
latest Sequel platform. This modular and flexible approach
to providing the latest technologies, combined with expert
knowledge across a broad range of applications, supports a
large and diverse portfolio of scientific research projects. The
EGS team also offers a wide range of bioinformatics services,
from data QC to genome assembly, variant identification
and interpretation, in addition to a programme of popular
genomics and informatics training workshops.

Impact
The remarkable advances in genome
technology over the past five years
are now available to patients in the
Scottish NHS, bringing a new dimension
of healthcare to Scottish patients with
cancer and inherited diseases. We look
forward to working with our partners
in the Scottish NHS, the Scottish
Universities and Genomics England
on this landmark project.
Scottish Genomes Partnership
Edinburgh Genomics is proud to be part of the Scottish
Genomes Partnership (SGP) research programme. Jointly led
by Professor Tim Aitman (CGEM, University of Edinburgh) and
Professor Andrew Biankin (University of Glasgow), the SGP
is currently sequencing the genomes of 1,000 participants
(affected individuals and close family members) for the Rare
Diseases arm of the Genomics England 100,000 Genomes
Project. Edinburgh Genomics’ Clinical facility is carrying out
the sequencing utilising the population-scale capabilities of our
HiSeq X instruments. By combining the sequencing expertise
within Edinburgh Genomics and the data analysis capabilities
of Genomics England, it is anticipated that this work will pave
the way to improving the lives of patients with these conditions.

Professor Tim Aitman
Co-Chair of the Scottish Genomes Partnership

Next generation breeding

The service, relationship
management, the quality of the
data, the agility of the Edinburgh
Genomics team and the dedication
has been absolutely excellent.
Professor John Hickey
The University of Edinburgh

Edinburgh Genomics is supporting a large-scale initiative led
by Professor John Hickey at the Roslin Institute (University of
Edinburgh) to re-sequence the genomes from the breeding
stocks of major farm animal species. The project, which
is jointly funded by Innovate UK and BBSRC, focuses on
expanding the genetic improvement of breeding programmes
within pig and broiler populations. The work is being carried
out at both Edinburgh Genomics facilities, which together are
delivering tens of thousands of whole genomes at varying
coverage, rapidly and cost effectively.
Importantly, the results of this research will accelerate
improvements in the sustainability and productivity of breeding
programmes. By leveraging Edinburgh Genomics’ extensive
expertise and capacity in next-generation sequencing, this
project will lead to the identification of beneficial traits and help
to accelerate genetic improvements.

Whole-genome sequencing to uncover secrets of cognitive ageing
Understanding how and why brain function and thinking skills decline with age faster
in some people than in others.

The Lothian Birth Cohorts (LBC) of 1921 (LBC1921)
and 1936 (LBC1936) are longitudinal studies of
ageing, with a particular focus on cognitive changes
with age. These studies follow-up the pioneering
work of the Scottish Mental Surveys of 1932 and
1947. The original aim of the surveys was to test
the intelligence of two birth cohorts of the entire
nation using the psychometric intelligence test,
The Moray House Test No.12. Drawing on samples
from these whole-population studies, Professor Ian
Deary (Centre for Cognitive Ageing and Cognitive
Epidemiology, Department of Psychology, University
of Edinburgh) leads a large research programme

This genetic data will prove
invaluable for understanding why
some people’s brains and thinking
skills age better than others.
Professor Ian Deary
The University of Edinburgh

(funded principally by Age UK and MRC) to discover:
(1) what influences cognitive change across the life
course and within older age, and (2) how childhood
intelligence correlates to health in old age.
The LBC team has now utilised the power of wholegenome sequencing to further push this research
in new directions. The Edinburgh Genomics Clinical
facility sequenced a total of 1,374 individuals
within LBC1921 and LBC1936 (funded by BBSRC).
The data generated by Edinburgh Genomics has
provided a more comprehensive view of the link
between the role of genetics and cognitive abilities in
older age.

Edinburgh Genomics
Training Workshops
Edinburgh Genomics delivers a growing portfolio of
training workshops designed to support researchers in
using the latest computational tools and programmes
for the analysis of their next-generation sequencing
data sets. Our ELIXIR-UK recognised training
programme includes courses ranging from Linux
for Genomics through to RNA-Seq data analysis.
Researchers who take part in the workshops also
have the opportunity to discuss their projects with our
expert team of bioinformaticians, along with course
instructors from within the University of Edinburgh and
selected industry experts.

Brilliantly well-run. From the book
to the USB stick with all the files we
need; to the topics covered; to the
system of helping us one-on-one,
I cannot fault this course.
Introduction to Python for Biologists

Our most popular training workshops include:
• Advanced Python for Biologists
• Data Manipulation and Visualisation with Python
• Introduction to ChIP-Seq Data Analysis and
Visualisation using Ensembl
• Introduction to Linux and Workflows for Biologists
• Introduction to Python for Biologists
• Introduction to RAD-Seq Data Analysis
• Introduction to RNA-Seq Data Analysis
• Linux for Genomics

Please visit our website for information on course
content and availability:
genomics.ed.ac.uk/services/training
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From project conception and design through to
results and publication, Edinburgh Genomics
provides comprehensive expert support to our
customers and collaborators. We are proud to
be involved in so many ground-breaking studies,
with more than 700 peer-reviewed publications
enabled by Edinburgh Genomics to date,
many of which are published in internationally
renowned, high-impact journals. Our staff
regularly contribute to the publication of work
enabled by the facilities, and their contribution is
often recognised in the form of co-authorship.

Contact us
Edinburgh Genomics is located across two sites at
the King’s Buildings campus and The Roslin Institute:
The King’s Buildings
Edinburgh Genomics (Genome Science)
Ashworth Laboratories
Charlotte Auerbach Road
The King’s Buildings
The University of Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Scotland
EH9 3FL
Telephone: 44(0)131 651 7804
General enquiries email:
edgenomics-admin@ed.ac.uk
The Roslin Institute
Edinburgh Genomics (Clinical Genomics)
The Roslin Institute
The University of Edinburgh
Easter Bush
Midlothian
Scotland
EH25 9RG
Telephone: 44(0)131 651 9412
General enquiries email:
edgenomics-clinical@ed.ac.uk
Website: genomics.ed.ac.uk
@edgenome
edinburgh-genomics

